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? Questions and Answers
Outline
4Motion Estimations
? Format of digital videos
?Consists of frames of digital images.
? Why motion estimations?
?There are lots of redundancy among consecutive frames of 
video sequences, such as background and moving objects.
?By estimating the motions of moving objects in the current 
frame, an estimated digital image in the next frame can be 
constructed. The exact digital image in the next frame is 
characterized by the residue error and the motion vectors.
?By coding the residue error and the motion vectors, very 
high compression ratio could be achieved for most of digital 
videos.
5Motion Estimations
? Existing techniques for motion estimations
?Full integer pixel search
?Estimate the motion vectors at all integer pixel locations.
?Half pixel search
?Estimate the motion vectors at all integer and half pixel 
locations.
?Quarter pixel search
?Estimate the motion vectors at all integer, half and quarter pixel 
locations.
6Motion Estimations
? Drawbacks of existing motion estimation 
techniques
?Computational efforts of existing algorithms are very 
heavy.
?Existing pixel search algorithms could only achieve 
motion vectors with rational pixel precisions.
? Problem statement 
?Derive optimal motion vectors with irrational pixel 
precisions in a single step.




Best integer pixel location
Best irrational pixel location
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?Minimize the mean square error between the translated 
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Motion Estimations


































? Computer Numerical Simulation Results (8×8)
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? Computer Numerical Simulation Results (8×8)
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? Computer Numerical Simulation Results (8×8)
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? Computer Numerical Simulation Results (16×16)
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? Computer Numerical Simulation Results (16×16)
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? Computer Numerical Simulation Results (16×16)
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Digital Forensics
? What is digital forensics?
?A branch of forensic science pertaining to legal evidence 
found in computers and digital storage media.
? Interests in digital forensics
?Device identification
?Device linking
?Recovery of processing history




? Identify the corresponding mobile handsets based on 
images and video sequences downloaded from facebook
or internet.
? Assumption
? Images and video sequences downloaded from facebook










?Each mobile handset has its own noise profile.
?By computing the correlation coefficient between the noise 
profile of two different sets of mobile handsets, two 
probability density functions are obtained.
?Recognition and classification can be performed.
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Digital Forensics
? Open Problems in Digital Forensics
?The effects of different video frames (I frames, B frames 
and P frames) on the probability density functions are 
unknown.
?The effects of different video contents (fast video motion 
sequences, slow video motion sequences, flat field motion 
sequences and complete black video motion sequences) 
on the probability density functions are unknown.
?The effects of different video formats (avi, 3gpp and mpeg) 
on the probability density functions are unknown.
?The effects of different image and video signal processing 
techniques (resizing and clopping) on the probability 
density functions are unknown.
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Digital Forensics
? Open Problems in Digital Forensics
?The effects of different colour planes (red, green and blue) 
on the probability density functions are unknown.
?The thresholds on the probability density functions for 
classifying different types of mobile handsets are 
unknown.
?Whether new techniques, such as using multi-layer 




? Optimization for Digital Forensics
?Design a multi-layer perceptron for the classification of 
mobile handsets.
?Structure of multi-layer perceptron
26
Digital Forensics
? Optimization for Digital Forensics
?Output at the first layer of the multi-layer perceptron:
?Objective: minimize the interclass separation and 
maximize the intraclass separation
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? Optimization for Digital Forensics
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Digital Forensics
? Optimization for Digital Forensics
?Output at the second layer of the multi-layer perceptron:









? Many image and video signal processing problems 
can be formulated as optimization problems.
? Solving these optimization problems could improve 
performances of the corresponding image and video 
signal processing systems. Hence, it is important to 
the image and video signal processing community.
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Questions and Answers
Thank you!
Let me think…
Bingo
